Outlaw Camp Bulletin
January 13, 2018
We know who the real Cowboys and Cowgirls are following our final shoot for 2017. It was not
nearly as cold as predicted and it was above freezing when we started, 38 or so but not much
change in temperature during the day and the breeze picked up a little.
We did get to try out the new fire ring brought in by Deadwood Dutch, Thanks! We also shot our
new Wagon stage, thanks to Arkansas Harper, Pepper Pete and Sandia. Our other new stage is
now known as the Wide Loop Cattle Company.
We cancelled our second Saturday Shoot at Outlaw Camp Jan. 13, 2018 for a couple of reasons.
Several years ago, we had talked about cancelling shoots if the predicted Temperature in Heber
Springs. AR at 10:00 AM on shoot day was below 32 degrees. Predicted temperature for Saturday
was 22 degrees at that time. Temperature was really 24 degrees as it turned out but with a 5 to
8 mile an hour wind it was chilly! (Didn’t make it to 32 all day). With the technology now available
most of us have the weather app on our phones so we can tell very quickly on Friday night what
the predicted temperature is for 10:00 AM Saturday in Heber Springs. We are asking for input
from members about what you think. As you know on rainy days we can shoot out of the big barn
and be in the dry but at the present time, dealing with sub-freezing temps is another matter. If
we had access to a couple of large shop heaters, perhaps that would make the barn suitable. We
have shot here when it was very cold by putting heaters in the Mercantile stage and now we can
put heaters in High Card. Or we can just bundle up and shoot! So I guess what we are asking is
should we:
1: Cancel if the predicted temp in Heber Spring, AR at 10:00 AM on shoot day is below 32
2: Plan to shoot no matter what and work it out when we get here!
Another reason we cancelled the shoot was due to a number of our regular shooters attending
funerals. I know the Cummings family, Cornbread Dan, Shaky Nate and Hot Shot Cotton
appreciated the presence of fellow shooters at Danny’s wife’s funeral in Benton, AR. We also
acknowledge the funeral of Roy Sackett’s Brother in Tulsa, OK.
Entry forms for “Mayhem on the Mountain” are on the website as well as a Schedule of Events, that’s
www.Outlawcamp.com on the calendar page.
We have decided to have a make-up shoot Saturday Jan. 20 at our regular shooting time Temps are
supposed to be in the 50’s and we can always shoot out of the barn if needed! See you there!!

Remember to get your dues in for 2018! We are looking forward to a great year! So……………..
“KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE”

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Jan. 20 Sat.
Jan. 27 Sat.
Feb. 10 Sat.
Feb. 14 Wed.
Feb. 24 Sat.
Mar. 10 Sat.
Mar.15-17
Mar.24 Sat.
Mar. 31 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” (make-up) shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Shoot “Outlaw Camp 4th Sat.” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Shoot “Outlaw Camp” something special for the ladies
Valentine’s Day
Shoot “Outlaw Camp 4th Sat.”
Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Practice up for “Hell on the Border”
Shoot “Hell on the Border” hosted by Judge Parkers Marshals
Shoot “Outlaw Camp”
Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Fun Fifth Saturday

For other Clubs in Arkansas see their respective web-sites

